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TSG/48 (Sept), DLS Workshop,TSG/49 (Dec) 

The main topics discussed at TSG/48 and TSG/49 

covered Cybersecurity, and Data Link Services.  

The TSG readdressed the 2015 cyber-security paper, 

with a focus on cyber-security in SESAR. Along with 

a new set of recommendations around SESAR, it 

reviews progress of the 2015 recommendations and 

addresses governance and management issues. The 

aim is to finalise the position paper in Q1 2018 prior 

to the ESCP meeting in February. 

Ahead of the Commission DLS workshop, members 

provided their views on DLS progress and current 

issues and concerns, both at TSG and in response to 

a questionnaire. This was consolidated into an input 

note delivered to the EC for consideration at their 

workshop. The Commission provided a briefing of the 

workshop outcome at TSG/49. 

ISG/69 (June) & ISG/70 (Sept) 

The evolution of the Network Manager (NM) and the 

revision of the NF IR were the primary discussion 

topics, which culminated in two position papers (as 

highlighted above).   

Both papers built on the ‘Principles for a Network 

Manager’ identified in the long-term evolution of the 

NM position from 2016.  

Due to Commission timescales, the papers were 

developed and approved out of meeting cycles via 

QRT. 

The EC provided clarification and context for the 

European Airspace Architecture work programme 

item, with ICB input postponed until 2018 when the 

outcomes of an SJU study on the topic will be known. 

ICB 2017 Work Programme Summary 

Adopted: 

• Proposals for NF IR amendments (ISG) 

– adopted via QRT 14th December 

• Short term steps for the NM (ISG) 

– adopted via QRT 15th August  

Papers under development:  
• ATM Cybersecurity 2018 (TSG) 

– due Q1 2018 

Future ISG Topics: European Upper Information 

Region, Advice on a dedicated SES financing 

mechanism, ICB Vision for SES, SJU regulation 

Future TSG Topics: PCP Review and CP2 Proposals, 

GNSS Constellation Certification, Revision of ATM 

Master Plan, ICB Vision for SES 

January 2018 Issue 

Page 1 summarises ICB progress on the work 

programme and associated meeting activities. 

Page 2 details the ICB Actions by topic and 

includes supporting context. 

The complete ICB Work Programme and ICB SES 

Vision can be found on the ICB Portal. 

ICB/64 (June), NM workshop, ICB/65 (Nov) 

The ICB welcomed three new members at these 

meetings: Hilda DiMeo (FAA), Johannes Hildenbrock 

(A4E) and Montserrat Barriga (ERA). 

Olaf Dlugi was re-elected as chair, Patricia Bier as 

vice-chair and Steve Williams as TSG Chair. 

Following discussions on the long-term evolution of 

the NM in 2016, the ICB (via the QRT) approved two 

positions on the future of the Network Manager. 

These covered the short-term steps for the NM for 

RP3, and proposed NFIR amendments based upon 

the previous papers’ recommendations. 

ICB/65 discussed the relative merits of adding a civil 

drone manufacturer as a member and agreed to 

include DMAE as an observer for 2018 and to re-

evaluate the decision at the end of the year. 

http://www.icb-portal.eu/
https://askhelios.sharepoint.com/sites/sine/ICB/ICB%20Support/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2Fsine%2FICB%2FICB%20Support%2FICB%20Management%20Documents&FolderCTID=0x0120003C809A6358D3BE4F8532C90303EF269F&View=%7B827F088F-8FD2-4CDE-995A-62B603AFAA01%7D
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ICB Actions by Topic 

EU Policy 

The 2017 CEF Transport SESAR call for proposals was launched on the 6 October 2017 with EU funding of 

€290 million made available exclusively for proposals addressing the priority ‘Single European Sky – SESAR of 

the 2017’; indicatively, 80% is allocated to ‘Common Projects’ and 20% to ‘Other Projects’. An information day 

for the 2017 CEF Transport SESAR call was held on the 19 of October 2017 providing an overview of the call, 

including background, content and timeline. The submission deadline for the call is 12 April 2018, with a decision 

on selected projects expected in July 2018. 

Performance 

The new Performance Review Body (PRB) Chair, Regula Dettling-Ott, attended the ICB/65 plenary meeting on 22 

December 2017 to discuss the alignment and future relationship between the ICB and PRB, and this is expected 

to be developed and refined over the course of 2018. 

The ICB work programme required the development of a position on the European Upper Information Region 

(EUIR) in Q3 2017. However, with a study being undertaken by the SJU investigating its implemention, ICB 

input will be postponed until after the study publication.  

The Commission continues work on the two-step review and update process of the Network Function 
Implementing Regulation (NF IR) in preparation for the nomination of the next Network Manager (NM) by 

the end of 2019. The long-term evolution of the NM, released in November 2016, formed the basis of the first 

step review process. Future work to define a pathway was deemed necessary, and a second phase of advice was 

initiated.  A position on the short-term steps for the NM was developed based upon three sets of analysis: a gap 

analysis on the existing set up of the NM and the principles outlined in the long term evolution position paper, 

Hololei’s requirements for a future NM, and the recommendations in the States’ view on the future of the NM 

against ICB recommendations. The position included overarching elements, with specific advice on the 

designation process. The paper was adopted via QRT on 15 August 2017. Following a request from the 

Commision, the ISG subsequently developed a position paper on proposals for amending the NF IR, in line with 

the previous paper recommendations. The ICB held a WebEx on 11 October to discuss the position ahead of NM 

discussions at SSC/66, and a QRT was undertaken resulting in its adoption on 18 December 2017.  

Technology 

In 2016, discussions within the Commission were launched on a review of the current Common Project, PCP, 

and content proposals for the next iteration (CP2), with the SDM and SJU receiving mandates from the 

Commission for delivering the PCP review and CP2 proposal respectively in 2017. The Common Projects were due 

for discussion at the TSG in 2017 Q4, although with the postponement of their delivery, the TSG will instead 

discuss them in 2018. 

Cybersecurity continues to be a topic of great interest, attributed mainly by its rapidly evolving nature and the 

impact new threats pose to the ATM industry. The EC requested the ICB’s TSG to take a view on Cybersecurity 

in SESAR, by looking at what further work needs to be done, how to ensure the correct linkage between 

development of technologies and their deployment and to evaluate the transition to the ‘secure by design’ 

concept. The ATM cybersecurity position paper was developed with a focus on SESAR, whilst also addressing 

management and governing and reviewing progress of the 2015 cyber-security position paper recommendations. 

The aim is finalise the paper ahead of the European Strategic Coordination Platform (ESCP) in February 2018.  

The EC held a Data Link Services workshop in November to discuss DLS and obtain the perspective of aviation 

stakeholders. Ahead of the workshop, a DLS session was held during TSG/48 to gather industry view on DLS 

progress with the intention of providing input to the Commission workshop. A questionnaire was used to develop 

a note for delivery to the Commission, which covered industry views on progress and the target architecture 

proposals published by the SDM, as well as other issues and concerns. Areas highlighted by the note covered 

future technologies and the development of roadmaps, regulation and standards, how best to deliver and access 

funding and accomodation of all Airspace Users. The Commission provided a briefing at TSG/49 with the ICB 

requesting a written response to the ICB’s letter. 

Safety 

The TSG receives a regular report on the status of ATM activities undertaken by EASA and has an action to 

monitor EASA activities with an ATM impact.  

http://www.icb-portal.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/3_overview_kucharska_anita.pdf

